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Collaborative Space (14:30-
16:00)

• Brief introduction of our work (20 mins)

• Discussion in small groups (30 mins)

• Each group presents what has been discussed 
(25 mins)

• Wrap-up (15 mins)
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Thesis circles 
(Romme & Nijhuis, 2002)

• Within a theme

• A collaborative group of students

• One or multiple supervisors 

• Students receive support from supervisors and peers



How to design a thesis circle to achieve 
the intended learning outcomes?



Our Typology – 5 Design Dimensions

Structure Guidance Goals

Culture
Effect 
measurement
& quality
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Motivation to Create a Toolkit for Designing Thesis Circles

To translate typology and theories into practice.

To collect research-based resources for supervisors, enabling them to learn about  issues 
and identify approaches for addressing them.

To guide supervisors to analyze the thesis context, formulate appropriate learning goals, 
identify problems or challenges, and draw up a supervision plan for addressing these 
challenges using information and other resources assembled for this purpose.

Hsiao, Y. P. (Amy), Rajagopal, K., Vrieling, Emmy E.M., Damen, Inge I.C.M., & Verjans S. (2021). Toolkit for thesis circles. September 6th, 2021, Pre-conference workshop at online 
Association of Learning Technology (ALT) Annual Conference. https://altc.alt.ac.uk/2021/guidance-for-presenters



Toolkit

Design questions
Tentative answers 
& Resources for 

supervisors

Scaffolds for 
students

Typology &
Yeoman & Carvalho’s Activity Centred

Analysis and Design (ACAD) 
framework



Sample Design Question for Design Dimension -Guidance

Design characteristics 

based on our 

typology

Design questions classified based on ACAD framework

Abbreviations of the three design dimensions based on the ACAD 

framework at three levels (macro, meso, micro):

• Set design (SD)

• Epistemic design (ED)

• Social design (SoD)

Abbreviations of other terms:

• Outcome (O)

• Designer’s priorities (DP)

Answers

Meeting format (SoD_macro) Which group supervisory models/working 

formats are used?

(Buttery et al., 2005, p.10)

Workshop model

Coursework model

Methodology model

Directed team model

Conference model



Constructive Alignment

Supervision -
Assessment

Formative -
Summative

Process - Product



Independent work

“The ability to work independently is an important outcome of undergraduate 
study and the dissertation is designed to allow learners to be more involved in 
making decisions about the choice of subject matter, learning methods, 
control over which aspects may be focused upon, pace, sequence and content 
of their study— which are some of the key characteristics of independent 
learning (Boud, 1988; Gibbs, 1992; Ramsden, 1992).” (cited in Todd & Clegg, 
2004, p.336)

Source: Todd, M., Bannister, P., & Clegg, S. (2004). Independent inquiry and the undergraduate dissertation: perceptions and experiences of final‐year 
social science students. Assessment & Evaluation in Higher Education, 29(3), 335-355. https://doi.org/10.1080/0260293042000188285 



Sample Process Assessment Criteria - 1

Independence & 
Resourcefulness

Weight Descriptors Assessment

Discretionary 
adjustment 

grade

The student worked independently 

Grade 
adjustment in 

Final 
Assessment tab

The student showed efficiency in working with 
literature and data

The student has made effective use of 
feedback

The student invested time / effort and showed 
research skills in the various stages of the 
research

The student came up with new ideas



Sample Process Assessment Criteria - 2

WORK ATTITUDE (15%)
• Uses feedback from supervisors on earlier drafts in a constructive and conscientious manner in 
the final version of the thesis
• Conducts the research independently; shows the ability to set-up, execute, and reflect on their 
own study
• Has a good work ethic; is prepared to invest the time and effort needed to successfully complete 
the research and thesis
• Makes a realistic planning and sticks to this planning; shows up prepared during meetings
• Keeps supervisor informed about plans and progress
• Communicates in a decent and professional way with people involved in the thesis process (e.g., 
participants, fellow students, supervisor)
• Shows consistent progress during the course of the thesis trajectory
• Takes initiatives to discuss specific questions
• Takes initiatives to solve problems that arise during the course of the thesis trajectory



Goal 1 – Book 
Proposal

• Series Editor

• Robert A. Ellis & Peter Goodyear



Goal 2 – Special Issue for a Journal



Topic Areas

Design of supervising student complex 
learning

Test applicability of our typology and 
toolkit

Balance assessment of process and 
product

Embed formative assessment and
feedback in designing thesis circles



Planned Outcomes

• To use our typology and toolkit (with design questions) to carry out contextual and 
task analysis of their thesis circles. 

• To explore how to design formative assessment and feedback (FAF) for different circle 
types based on their analysis results. 

• To examine the alignment of each FAF design and its appropriateness for process 
assessment. 

• To propose design guidelines for thesis circles, based on the synthesis of these case 
studies. 



Research Methods

Case studies
Educational Design 
Research (McKenney & 
Reeves, 2013)



Call for participation 

Design of new thesis 
circles 

Re-design of existing 
thesis circles

Thesis supervision 
pedagogy in small and 

large groups

Develop support for thesis 
supervisors



Discussion topics in small groups 
(30 mins)

● Could you pilot our typology to describe thesis circles and assessment 
design (formative & summative, process & product) at your institution? 

● Which obstacles do you see? 

● Which support might you need from us? 

● Could you try out our toolkit (design questions) at the initial phase of the 
circle design?
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Activity Centred Analysis and Design (ACAD) framework (Yeoman & Carvalho, 2019, p.69)

Philosophy Set design Epistemic design Social design

The structures of place,

including material and digital

artefacts, tools and resources

The structures of knowledge and

ways of knowing, including the

sequence & pace of tasks and

assessment

The structures of social

arrangements, such as groups,

dyads, and (un)scripted roles or

identities

Macro

The global

Building & technology Stakeholder intensions Social systems

Meso

The local

Allocation/use of space Curriculum Community

Micro

The detail

Artifacts, tools & texts Selection, sequence & pace Roles & divisions of labour


